
 

INTRO

 

The highly motile cells of 

 

Dictyostelium discoideum are useful
models to study the dynamics of the actin-based cytoskeleton
by a combination of biochemical studies, genetic manipulation,
and quantitative analysis of cell locomotion and shape changes
(for reviews, see Luna and Condeelis, 1990; Egelhoff and
Spudich, 1991; Schleicher and Noegel, 1992; Condeelis, 1993;
Gerisch et al., 1993). Motor proteins and accessory proteins of
the actin cytoskeleton have been biochemically characterised
and their function in vivo determined by the isolation of
mutants (for the proteins relevant to this paper, see Wallraff et
al., 1986; André et al., 1989; Brink et al., 1990; Cox et al.,
1992; Witke et al., 1992). Optical microscopy combined with
digital image processing have provided analytical tools to
study motility of wild-type and mutant cells. These tools have
been applied to quantify chemotactic responses of Dic-
tyostelium cells (Fisher et al., 1989) and to describe the two-
and three-dimensional organisation of locomoting cells (Soll,
1988; Killich et al., 1993; Wessels et al., 1994).

I
min
cytoskeleton and by the strength and dynamics of cell adhesion
to a substratum. General concepts and techniques for the quan-
titative analysis of locomotion have been outlined by Dunn and
Brown (1987) and Albrecht-Bühler (1990). Global information
can be obtained by reducing cell motion to motion of the
centroid of two-dimensional cell projections. Since this infor-
mation can be obtained at low magnification, simultaneous
tracking of many cells is possible. The paths of locomotion can
be mathematically analysed and parameters of persistent or
biased random walk extracted (Alt, 1990a; Stokes et al., 1991).
It has become clear from these studies that cells have mecha-
nisms at their disposal to control and stabilise their direction
and speed of motion.

Tracking of centroids has also been employed to study the
dependence of cell migration on receptor-mediated adhesion to
a substratum (DiMilla et al., 1993). An optimal strength of
adhesion has been found for cell locomotion, in accord with
theoretical considerations predicting that locomotion is
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ich excludes the necessity for gradients of adhesion for
 response. The finding that in locomoting cells protru-
 of the leading edge often precedes retraction estab-
es a pioneer role for the front region. The finding that
n of contact area precedes loss provides evidence for the
rdination of interactions between the cell surface and a
stratum. For comparison with wild-type, aggregation-
petent triple mutant cells have been used that lack two

ctin crosslinking proteins, α-actinin and 120 kDa
tion factor, and an actin filament fragmenting protein,

erin. Disturbances in the spatial and temporal control
ytoskeletal activities have been unravelled in the mutant
RICM and quantified by cross-correlation analysis of
chment and detachment vectors. In order to detect

se disturbances, it was essential to analyse cell locomo-
 on the weakly adhesive surface of freshly cleaved mica.
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 locomotion, a double-view optical technique and
ter-assisted image analysis has been developed

combines reflection interference contrast
copy (RICM) with bright-field imaging. The simul-
s recording of cell-substratum contact and cell body
r has been applied to aggregation-competent cells of
stelium discoideum. These cells are distinguished
ells at earlier stages of development by small areas

tact to a substratum.
ee questions have been addressed in analysing the
tion of aggregation-competent cells. (1) What is the

nship between changes in the shape of cells and their
t to a substratum during a chemotactic response? (2)
is the relationship between protrusion and retraction
cell body, and between local attachment and detach-
 (3) Are there differences between wild-type and
t cells that lack certain cytoskeletal proteins?
ing a chemotactic response the front region of the
a can bend towards the gradient of attractant
t being supported by its contact with a surface,
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nquillo, 1993).
der to understand cell locomotion in terms of cytoskel-
namics and the forces generated by cytoskeleton-
ane coupling (Sackmann, 1994; Oliver et al., 1994),
methods of cell tracking have to be complemented by
 studies at the single-cell level (Alt, 1990b; Simon and
t-Schönbein, 1990; Lee et al., 1993). The method of
for recording cell-to-substratum adhesion in locomot-
s is reflection interference contrast microscopy (RICM)
, 1964; Gingell and Todd, 1979; Versucheren, 1985;
and Sackmann, 1993). This technique has been applied
yostelium cells in order to investigate contact-induced
s of cell shape (Gingell and Vince, 1982; Owens et al.,
The power of combining RICM with digital image pro-
 as a tool to analyse the dynamics of cell-to-substratum

Preparation of substrata and chemotactic stimulation
The experimental chamber consisted of a Plexiglas ring of 16 mm in
diameter glued to a coverslip with silicon grease. Coverslips (40 mm
× 24 mm) were cleaned by overnight immersion in 1 M HCl, followed
by washes in double-distilled water and acetone. For experiments on
BSA-coated glass, a solution of 0.2% BSA (bovine serum albumin,
Serva, Heidelberg) was placed inside the ring for 10 minutes to allow
the protein to adsorb, then washed three times with starvation buffer.
To produce a strongly adhesive surface, coverslips were silanized by
immersion for 10 seconds in a solution of 20 mg/ml of
dimethyldichlorosilane in 1,1,1-trichloroethane (Pharmacia, Uppsala,
Sweden) and subsequently washed in chloroform.

For experiments on mica, sheets of a few micrometers thickness
were cleaved off from mica plates (Bio-Rad, Watford, UK) and
optically coupled to coverslips by a thin layer of immersion oil. The
Plexiglas ring was then attached to the mica surface using silicon
grease. Splitting of mica layers occasionally led to boundaries
between zones of different thickness. Only cells not crossing these
borders were considered, thus excluding any guidance effects (Dunn
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 has been demonstrated by Schindl et al. (1995). These
have introduced freshly cleaved mica surfaces for the
n of subtle alterations in cell-to-substratum adhesion of
elium cells, and have found deficiencies in the control

otion that are associated with mutations in actin-
proteins.
er to relate information on the contact area to the shape
ell body, we have developed a double-view video

opy technique which combines RICM with bright-field
opy (BFM). Using this technique we show in this paper

otactic orientation of a cell can be initiated by a shape
without support by cell-to-substratum adhesion. By
ies analysis of RICM and BFM images, correlations
n unravelled between attachment at one site of the cell
and detachment at another, and also between protru-
 retraction of the cell body during locomotion. In the
of this work, time series analysis has become an
 method for the analysis of deficiencies in spatio-
l coordination of local activities in mutant cells lacking
ding proteins.

IALS AND METHODS

and culture conditions

and Brown, 1986).
Cells were chemotactically stimulated essentially as described by

Gerisch and Keller (1981). Borosilicate glass micropipettes with an
opening of about 0.4 µm were made on a Flaming/Brown micropipette
puller (Model P97, Sutter Instruments Co., Novato, CA, USA).
Micropipettes were filled with 1×10−4 M cAMP solution and intro-
duced into the experimental chamber using a Leitz mechanical micro-
manipulator.

Double-view microscopy
The experimental set-up consisted of an Axiovert 135 microscope
(Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen) equipped with two video exits separated by
an FT 580 dichroic mirror (Fig. 1). For RICM imaging, the epifluo-
rescence optical path of the microscope was used (for principles of
RICM, see Rädler and Sackmann, 1993). The 546 nm line of a 100
W mercury lamp was selected by an IF 546 interference filter (Zeiss).
An 64 Antiflex objective equipped with a λ/4 plate was used and the
illuminating numerical aperture adjusted to 0.9.

For simultaneous BFM and RICM imaging, 600-700 nm light was
isolated by combining a high-pass glass filter, cut-on 600 nm, with a
heat-protecting filter (Zeiss). An LD 0.55 H long-distance condenser
(Zeiss) was used for illumination. The transmitted and reflected light
beams were separated by the dichroic mirror (λsep=580 nm). Since the
reflected light accounted only for a small percentage of the total light
intensity, disturbing red light was filtered out of the RICM optical path
using a BP 515-565 band-pass filter (Zeiss).
. discoideum strain AX2-214, here referred to as wild-type,
ytoskeletal triple mutant strain TP1 were used. Mutant TP1
 two F-actin crosslinking proteins α-actinin and 120 kDa
factor as well as the actin filament fragmenting protein
The construction and genotype of the mutant have been
 by Schindl et al. (1995). Cells were cultivated in liquid
edium as described by Malchow et al. (1972), and harvested
ponential growth (≤2×106 cells/ml for the mutant, ≤5×106

for the wild-type). Washed cells were starved in 17 mM
 K/Na phosphate buffer, pH 6.0 (‘starvation buffer’) at a
f 1×107 cells/ml and incubated at 150 rpm on a rotary shaker
C. Aggregation-competent cells were harvested between 6
rs of starvation, when they had formed large clumps in sus-

A 1 ml sample of the suspension was centrifuged and cells
sociated during resuspension in fresh starvation buffer by
awing them repeatedly through a plastic pipette tip. The cell
as reduced by two 1:100 steps of dilution in starvation buffer
cells/ml. One droplet of cell suspension containing about 300
.3 ml was deposited on the experimental surface, and exper-
ere initiated 10 minutes thereafter, when the cells had settled.

Image acquisition and processing
RICM and BFM images were obtained using two identical VS450
CCD cameras (Stemmer, 82178 Puchheim, Germany). The cameras
were aligned with each other by bringing images of a rectangular grid
into coincidence (Galbraith and Farkas, 1993), resulting in precision
of ±1 pixel in both directions. The images were digitised in 256 grey
levels using an OFG digitising board (Imaging Technology Inc.,
Woburn, MA, USA). Since this board supports multiple camera
inputs, the two images could be transferred into the board’s memory
almost simultaneously, the interval between images being less than
0.1 second. Grey-level images of 384×384 pixels, corresponding to
47×47 µm in the plane of the object, were stored on a hard disk for
further processing. In order to monitor cells that leave the field, we
used a step motor-driven, computer-controlled scanning table (MK32,
Märzhäuser, 35579 Wetzlar, Germany). Image acquisition was con-
trolled during an experiment through an IBM-compatible PC 486/50
by an interactive program written in C programming language. This
program allowed on-line control of the OFG board functions:
cameras, image sizes, table movements over a control unit (Multi
Control 2000, Märzhäuser), focusing control, and timing. Each cell
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was monitored for 10 minutes, with intervals of 5 seconds between
each pair of images.

Contact areas of cells were extracted from RICM images by a
routine which performs binarisation on the basis of threshold estima-
tion, as it is calculated by a histogram minimum method (Russ, 1990).
A lower size limit for a segment of a contact area was set to 1 µm2.
With one step of median filtering, the algorithm required about 4
seconds per image, and proved to be stable irrespective of noise,
changes in contrast quality and illumination. Boundaries of cells were
extracted from bright-field images by means of an algorithm that
included background subtraction and binarisation based on texture
discrimination by means of a rank operator. Since this procedure
involved extensive serial convolutions and iterative steps, it took
about 50 seconds to analyse an image. Both the RICM and BFM
extracting routines were written in the form of menu-driven programs
using only compiler-supplied functions (HighC, Metaware, Santa
Cruz, CA, USA). Binarised images were analysed by the use of
standard binary-editing tools, and the resulting data stored as an
ASCII file.

Definition of parameters
Gained and lost areas of cell body projections and of cell contac
a substratum were determined from the binarised images. We d
gained area (G) as all pixels that belong to an area in a given im
but not in the preceding one. Lost area (L) is accordingly define
all pixels that do not belong to an area in a given image but belo
to that area in the preceding image. Area that is not changed betw
two images is designated as constant area (C). We use symbols
Lb and Cb for scalar parameters of cell body projections obtaine
BFM, and Gc, Lc and Cc for scalar parameters of contact a

obtained by RICM. Two-dimension
protrusion and retraction, and A and
ments from, a substratum are define

Time series analysis
Sample cross-correlation coefficien
scalar variables G(iτ) and L(iτ) (i=1
lags (kτ, k = 0, ±1, ±2,...) as:

for k≥0, and

for k<0.
The time interval between image

ments. G– and L– designate average v

ck = –––––1
n − |k

rk = ck/c0, where ck = –––––1
n − |

polariser

mercury

lamp

546 nm

analyser

beam splitter

515-565 nm

dichroic mirror

bright-field
imagedouble-view

image

RICM
image

ANTIFLEX
objective

600-700 nm

halogen
lamp

Fig. 1. Optical configuration used for double-view microscopy. The
continuous line represents the green light which is reflected from the
cell (RICM imaging), the broken line represents the transmitted red
light (BFM imaging). Filters are indicated by the respective pass-
bands (for broad-band filters) or central wavelength (for narrow-band
filter). See text for details.
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case of vectors, we sum the scalar (dot) products between time-lagged
vectors (Dunn and Brown, 1987) weighted by the sizes of corre-
sponding areas. For two vector variables X(iτ) and Y(iτ), ck is defined
as:

for k≥0, and

for k<0.
The length of the time series was always 10 minutes. Pooled cross-

correlograms shown in Fig. 8 were obtained by summing values of
cross-correlation coefficients for each time lag from all cells and
dividing the sum by the number of cells. For simplicity, pooled cross-
correlograms are further designated as <GbLb>, <GcLc>, <P·R>, and
<A·D>, and time lags as δt.

Statistical analysis of locomotion paths
For determining the locomotion paths shown in Fig. 5 and for their
statistical analysis, the positions of centroids of cell body projections
and the displacement vectors were defined according to Dunn and
Brown (1987). We analysed paths of cell locomotion by fitting a plot

ck = –––––– ∑ [(Gi − G–)Xi · (Li+k − L
–)Yi+k]

1
n − |k|

n

i=1−k

ck = –––––– ∑[(Gi − G–)Xi · (Li+k − L
–)Yi+k]

1
n − |k|

n−k

i=1
P

onstant
area

gained
area

G
rotrusion (P) and retraction (R).
l contour in the preceding frame
 area (G). R points from the

centroid of the present cell
ment (A) and detachment (D)
e only difference being that cell
 contact area. In calculations,
gained or lost areas. Thus,
nal to the sizes of gained or lost
 centre of cell contour.
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of mean-square-displacements <d2> versus time to a persistent
random walk model, to obtain root-mean-square speeds, S, and per-
sistence times, P (Dunn, 1983; DiMilla et al., 1991). Results were
averaged over all cells for each combination of the two strains and
the two surfaces, and distributions compared by the non-parametric
Mann-Whitney U-test.

RESULTS

Changes in cell shape and contact area at onset of
the aggregation phase
During the growth phase and early development, cells of D.
discoideum are extensively spread over a surface on which they
move. They extend broad lamellipodia similar in shape to those
of fibroblasts or keratinocytes (Fig. 3A). Sometimes the cells
form ruffling edges all around their circumference without
exhibiting any substantial net locomotion (Fig. 3B). After 6-7
hours of
gation-co
into strea
acquisiti
distinct c
elongate
3C), and
with eac

As illu
nied by 
between

reduction, the contact areas 
chosen growth-phase and aggr
BSA-coated glass were measu
deviations were Ac = 92±50 µ
18±11 µm2 for aggregation-co
areas of aggregation-compete
which means that the cells 
separate sites of adhesion.

Similar results to those fou
BSA-coated glass surfaces w
adhesive surfaces of freshly
adhesive silanized glass, aggre
contact with the substratum ov
and, accordingly, became mor
they left portions of their me
small patches, as has been des
aggregative cells on a strongly

Cell locomotion in wild-ty
mutant on surfaces of diff
In the following sections we 
shape and contact area that oc
of aggregation-competent cell
tactic stimuli. Previous work
emphasised the fact that phen
the lack of actin-binding prot
most obvious on the weakly
cleaved mica (Schindl et al., 1

Fig. 5 compares the locomo
competent wild-type cells and
F-actin crosslinking proteins
gelation factor (ABP120), an
protein severin. These three pro
activities in vitro (Brown et a
Eichinger and Schleicher, 1992
responsible for the lack of the
to produce a triple mutant fo
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A

C D

Fig. 3. RICM images of two growth-phase cells (A,B) and two
aggregation-competent cells (C,D) of wild-type strain AX2 on BSA-
coated glass. The darkest spots in (A) represent the vesiculotubular
osmoregulatory apparatus on the ventral side of the cell (Gingell et
al., 1982). The cell in B displays ruffling or lamellipodia all around
its edge. The cell contours indicated in C and D by white lines show
the elongated shape of developed cells. These contours have been
obtained from bright-field images. The branched cell in D represents
a transition state with the coexistence of two fronts. Bar, 10 µm.
(Ac) of one hundred randomly
egation-competent AX2 cells on
red. Mean values and standard
m2 for growth-phase and Ac =

mpetent cells. The small contact
nt cells were often segmented,
touched the surface at several

nd on the moderately adhesive
ere obtained on the weakly

 cleaved mica. On strongly
gation-competent cells were in

er almost their entire ventral side
e flattened. During locomotion,
mbrane behind in the form of
cribed for the movement of pre-
 adhesive surface (Schindl et al.,
 starvation under our conditions, cells become aggre-
mpetent, i.e. they acquire the capacity of assembling
ms and of responding chemotactically to cAMP. The

on of aggregation-competence is accompanied by
hanges in cell shape and locomotion. Cells become

d, they move with a sharply circumscribed front (Fig.
 only transiently form multiple fronts that compete
h other (Fig. 3D).
strated in Fig. 3, these shape changes are accompa-
a dramatic reduction in size of the area of contact

 cell and substratum. In order to quantify this

1995). These results show that strong cell-to-substratum
adhesion counteracts the changes in cell shape that typically
occur during early development of D. discoideum.

Relationship between changes in cell shape and
contact area during chemotactic turning
When aggregation-competent cells are stimulated by cAMP
that diffuses out of the tip of a micropipette, they respond either
by turning with their established front into the gradient of
attractant, or by protruding one or several new pseudopods
towards the micropipette while redrawing from the previous
front (Gerisch et al., 1975). The relationship between changes
of cell shape and contact area during these responses was deter-
mined by the double-view microscope technique.

Chemotactic turning of a cell occurred either with the front
region not in contact with a surface (Fig. 4A, 14-17), or with
the front region spreading along a surface during its extension
(Fig. 4B, 5-6). Likewise, new pseudopods induced by the
attractant grew in length when they were extended into the free
fluid space and also when they stayed in contact with a surface.
The example of two competing pseudopods shown in Fig. 4A,
frames 5-12, is of interest because a pseudopod that initially
had not been in contact with the substratum finally became the
persisting one.

B

pe and in a cytoskeletal
erent adhesiveness
concentrate on changes in cell
cur during unbiased locomotion
s, i.e. in the absence of chemo-
 on pre-aggregative cells has
otypic changes associated with
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 adhesive surfaces of freshly
995).
tion behaviour of aggregation-
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d also the F-actin fragmenting
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; Witke et al., 1993). Mutations

se proteins have been combined
r testing the functional conse-
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quences of multiple defects in the cytoskeleton. Two parame-
ters of cell locomotion, speed and persistence time of direction,
were not distinguishable for wild-type cells moving either on
BSA or on mica. These parameters were also similar for wild-
type and mutant cells moving on BSA, but their values were
significantly reduced for TP1 cells moving on mica (Fig. 5).

Figs 6 and 7 illustrate details of cell locomotion in relation
to contact formation in wild-type and mutant TP1 cells. The
protrusions of wild-type cells can grow into long extensions,
independently of whether or not they attach to a substratum
(Fig. 6A, frames 4 to 10, and Fig. 6B, frames 1 to 10). The
same is true for mutant cells on BSA-coated glass. Fig. 7A,
frames 2-6, show turning for a non-attached extension, which
is reminiscent of changes in cell shape during a chemotactic
response (Fig. 4). This behaviour has two implications. One is
that new pseudopods can successfully compete with estab-
lished ones even if they are not attached (Fig. 7A, frames 9-
12). The other implication is that a cell can glide over almost
stationary areas of contact (Fig. 6B, frames 2 to 10).

Gains of contact area are temporally related to losses of
contact area; most often the gain precedes the loss. This holds
for gain that is produced by attachment of the cell surface at a
second separate site, so that the cell body bridges two areas of
contact (Fig. 6A, frames 1 and 2), and also for gain produced
by the extension of a continuous area of contact (Fig. 6A,
frames 7 to 9) or by the fusion of two contact areas (Fig. 7A,
frames 8 to 12).

Aberrations in mutant TP1 cells on mica are shown in Fig.
7B. On the weakly adhesive surfaces, mutant cells tend to be
less elongated than wild-type cells. Portions of the cell body
are protruded and retracted at short time intervals in different

directions, and also fl
a smaller time scale.
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Fig. 4. Chemotactic turning
of two wild-type AX2 cells
(A and B) on BSA-coated
glass, in response to steep
attractant gradients
produced by diffusion of
cAMP out of the tip of a
micropipette. Position of
the tip is indicated in each
frame. In A the position has
been changed twice.
Horizontal and vertical
broken lines define a
reference frame stationary
with respect to the
substratum. This frame
accounts for translations of
the microscope table.
Interval between images, 10
seconds. Bar, 10 µm.
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Cross-correlograms of gains and losses of contact
and cell contour areas
Time series analyses are summarised in Fig. 8. The locomo-
tive behaviour of the cells was studied on BSA-coated glass
and on mica as for Fig. 5. We discuss first the correlograms of
the scalars <GcLc> that refer to gains and losses of the contact
area of wild-type AX2 cells (Fig. 8A and C). The most
important feature of these correlograms is their asymmetry
about δt = 0. Cross-correlation coefficients are significantly
positive for time lags between 0 and +50 seconds, and become
abruptly insignificant for negative δt values. These data
indicate that during locomotion, contact of the cells to the sub-
stratum fluctuates in a way that gain of area precedes loss of
area. Loss follows the gain within 50 seconds; most often it
occurs at 5 to 10 seconds after the gain. A feature of <GcLc>
only obvious on BSA coated glass, is a cluster of negative cor-
relation coefficients between δt = −80 and δt = −110 seconds.
Our inte
followed
minutes
These d
processe
tum.

The c
locomot
detachm

G). The highest correlation is foun
that retraction often occurs simult
Nevertheless, the correlation coeffic
time lags than at negative ones. Th
considerable number of cases retrac
behind protrusion. In fewer cases r
sion for up to 15 seconds.

For mutant TP1, the overall sha
scalars, <GcLc> and <GbLb>, is sim
but there are some differences, the
<GbLb>. As shown in Fig. 8M an
cant correlation coefficients is les
type (Fig. 8E and G). Also, the
prominent in the mutant. These d
and retraction are less tightly cou
mutant than they are in the wild-
(Fig. 8O), a small group of negativ

a given time the cells protrude and re
ability in the same direction.

The correlograms for mutant TP1
are similar to those of wild-type
However, on mica the most releva
correlograms of attachment-detachm
tion vectors (Fig. 8L and P). In bot
cients are changed in sign relative 
relative to mutant cells on BSA. Th
asymmetrically distributed, as for
values (Fig. 8K and O). Together w
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TP1 on mica

S=3.8±1.0 µm/min

P=2.7±1.2 min

TP1 on BSA

S=10.4±5.3 µm/min

P=  5.0±1.4 min

Fig. 5. Paths of wild-type AX2 and mutant TP1 cells moving on
BSA-coated glass or on mica. For each panel 6 cells were randomly
chosen. Displacements of centroids are based on cell contours from
bright-field images. Average speeds (S) and persistence times (P) are
indicated with standard deviations underneath each frame. Bar, 20
µm.
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orrelograms for protrusion and retraction of the entire
ing cell, <GbLb>, differ from those for attachment and
ent in being less distinctively asymmetric (Fig. 8E and

is seen around δt = +60 seconds, which might be due to a
negative feedback implemented in the control system of cell
motility. On BSA there are fluctuations in the correlation
coefficients at δt >30 seconds which might indicate oscilla-
tions, but are at the limit of significance. Finally, in mutant
TP1 the cluster of negative correlation coefficients for
<GcLc> appears to be shifted to smaller negative time lags.
The negative peak is at δt = −95 seconds in the wild-type
(Fig. 8A) and at δt = −75 seconds in the mutant (I). This
result may indicate an alteration in the ‘memory’ responsi-
ble for the control of cytoskeletal activities in the minute
range.

Cross-correlograms of protrusion-retraction and
attachment-detachment vectors
For attachment and detachment vectors of wild-type cells on
BSA-coated glass or mica (Fig. 8B and D), the correlograms
show positive correlation coefficients with a similar
asymmetry around δt = 0, as the correlograms for scalars (Fig.
8A and C). The interpretation of this result is that detachment
goes with high probability in a direction similar to the direction
that attachment has gone 5 to 15 seconds before. The results
for vectors of protrusion and retraction of the cell body are
different (Fig. 8F and H). Correlation coefficients of these
vectors are significantly positive only at δt = 0. This means, at
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DISCUSSION

Switch in cell locomotion and attachment during
early development
The combination of bright-field imaging with reflection inter-
ference contrast microscopy (RICM) in the double-view system
introduced in this paper proved to be a powerful tool to analyse
the relationships between changes in cell shape and contact area
during locomotion. Application of this system to the amoeboid
cells of D. discoideum revealed dramatic changes during early
development in the interaction of cells with a substratum that
are correlated with changes in cell shape (Fig. 3).

The differences between growth-phase and aggregating cells
of D. discoideum resemble differences between a variety of
cells from other organisms. As pointed out by Harris (1994),
distinct types of motility behaviour are paralleled by specific
shapes of the cells. Fibroblasts and keratinocytes, on the one
hand, are characterised by flat ruffling lamellipodia and by
large areas of contact with a substratum that extend over almost
their entire ventral surface. Large freshwater amoebae like
Amoeba proteus or Chaos carolinensis, on the other hand,
move with cylindrical pseudopods and touch their substratum
only at a few points (Grebecki, 1994).

Cells of D. discoideum switch within about 6 hours from a
fibroblast-like to an A. proteus type of behaviour. This switch
might be due to the expression of new cytoskeletal proteins
during the pre-aggregation phase or to changes in the activity
of pre-existing proteins. A number of actin-binding proteins
from D. discoideum are known to be regulated by phosphory-
lation or by the binding of ligands, for instance PIP2 or Ca2+

(for review, see Janmey, 1994). Whatever the mechanisms are,
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features of motility in wild-
type AX2 cells on BSA-
coated glass (A) and mica
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broken lines define a
reference frame which is
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between images, 5 seconds.
Bar, 10 µm.
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Coupling between protrusion and retraction, and
coordination between cell attachment and
detachment
The persistence of direction during locomotion of amoeboid
cells requires the coordination in time and space of local activ-
ities within the actin cortex. Protrusion and retraction need to
be coordinated, and the temporal and spatial pattern of attach-
ment and detachment is also important for the crawling of a
cell on a surface. One way to determine how all the local activ-
ities in a locomoting cell are coordinated is to compare wild-
type and mutant cells with defined cytoskeletal defects by time
series analysis. Here we discuss first the results obtained with
wild-type cells. A principal finding is that cross-correlograms
of scalars for the gain and loss of contact area are more strongly
asymmetric than the cross-correlograms for protrusion and
retraction of the cell body (Fig. 8A and C versus E and G). The
conclusion from these results is that a cell makes and disrupts
contacts with a substratum in a distinctly stepwise mode. The
loss of contact area is coupled to gain; the gain almost always
precedes the loss. The cross-correlograms of vectors indicate
a high probability for detachment to occur in the same direction
as the preceding attachment (Fig. 8B and D).

The cross-correlograms for protrusion versus retraction of
the cell body remarkably differ from those of attachment
versus detachment by a peak at zero time lag. This peak
indicates a high propensity for expansion and contraction to
occur simultaneously and in the same direction (Fig. 8E and
G, F and H). Nevertheless, cross-correlograms of the scalars
shown in Fig. 8E and G, have a bias for positive coefficients
at positive time lags. This means that protrusion more often
precedes than follows retraction.
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In TP1 cells retraction of the cell body is inefficiently
coupled to protrusion, as deduced from the strongly asymmet-
ric cross-correlograms of scalars for protrusion versus retrac-
tion. This asymmetry is most distinct for cells on mica (Fig.
8O compared to G and M), but is also recognised on BSA-
coated glass by the absence of a prominent peak at zero time
lag (Fig. 8M compared to E). These data indicate a net gain of
area covered by the cell-body projections (that we have used
to measure protrusion and retraction) during the extension of
pseudopods. Since the volume of a cell is assumed to be prac-
tically constant during locomotion, the fraction of the cell
volume required for protrusion must be compensated in the
mutant by a decrease in thickness of the TP1 cell. This
behaviour resembles that previously described for the AX4
strain of D. discoideum (Wessels et al., 1994). 

Only minor aberrations are seen in aggregation-competent
cells of the TP1 mutant moving on BSA-coated glass, a sub-
stratum that is more adhesive than mica. This finding implies
that the cytoskeletal proteins missing in the mutant, although
they contribute to the mechanical properties of the actin
network, have no substantial influence under optimal con-
ditions. In particular, appropriate adhesion to a substratum can
compensate for the lack of these proteins. Two reservations
have to be added to this statement. First, the statement applies
only to cells in which other actin-binding proteins sufficiently
stabilise the actin cortex in the absence of the three actin-
binding proteins missing in TP1 cells. This means the
phenotype of mutants depends on their genetic background,
which may differ in various laboratory strains referred to as
wild-type. Second, the statement applies only to single-cell
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Fig. 8. Cross-correlograms for changes in cell body projection and contact area of locomoting cells. Left panels: cross-correlograms between
lost and gained areas from RICM and BFM images of aggregation-competent wild-type AX2 cells. Right panels: the same for cells of mutant
TP1 defective in three actin-binding proteins. Plots for scalar and vector parameters are aligned side-by-side in adjacent columns. Type of
imaging (RICM for contact area and BFM for cell contour) and substratum (BSA or mica) are designated in each panel. For instance, J shows
the correlogram <A·D> between attachment and detachment vectors of TP1 cells on bovine serum albumin. Correlograms are pooled from six
cells, each monitored for a period of 10 minutes. Images have been taken every 5 seconds. Values for time lags from 0 to ±2 minutes are
shown. Horizontal broken lines represent 99% significance limits. Vertical dotted lines mark the δt=0 position.
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ng to certain models, processes at a leading edge are
 independently of activities at the rear; according to
odels, protrusion of a front is brought about by con-
at the tail. Our finding that protrusion more often
 than follows retraction is in accord with models of

 category. In these models protrusion is attributed to
used by an increase in length of actin-filament bundles
lis, 1993) or to forces generated through forward pro-
of actin filaments by membrane-anchored motor

 of the myosin I type (Pollard et al., 1991; Sheetz et
; Titus, 1993). Our results do not distinguish between
ssibilities. A model of the second category, proposing

attachment to a surface, a contractile response is induced that
causes the rear portion of the cell to spread into a thin lamella.
This response is myosin II dependent (Jay et al., 1994). The
chemical nature of the surface is not critical for this response;
only its strong adhesiveness is relevant. These results have
been interpreted in terms of a function of the membrane as a
contact transducer (Gingell and Owens, 1992). Adhesive
trapping of proteins diffusing in the plane of the membrane is
thought to induce a response at the cytoplasmic face of the
membrane. Clustering of the entrapped membrane proteins
may elicit production of secondary messengers like cGMP, IP3
or diacylglycerol, that influence the assembly of cytoskeletal
proteins (Schleicher and Noegel, 1992; Janmey, 1994). Alter-
natively, clustered proteins may directly affect actin polymeri-
sation or myosin I association with the membrane (Cooper,
1991; Pollard et al., 1991). Two membrane-bound proteins of
D. discoideum, hisactophilin and ponticulin, are in fact known

. Weber and others
tion at the front of a cell is caused by internal pressure
generated at the rear, can be excluded. However,
 of the temporal overlap of events at the front and the
 possibility is not excluded that a contracting tail feeds
the front to allow its continued protrusion.
isturbed coupling between front and rear events in the

letal mutant TP1 suggests that integrity of the cortical
twork is important for the coupling of retraction to pro-
 Previous work has shown that retraction at the rear of
n passively follow as a result of trailing from tension
d by protrusion (Chen, 1981; Oliver et al., 1994). In
, retraction can be actively promoted by myosin II-
d contraction (Egelhoff and Spudich, 1991; Jay et al.,
ince the activity of myosin II is regulated by phos-

tion of its heavy and light chains, it is plausible to
that myosin II kinases or phosphatases are regulated in
e to signals that are propagated from the front to the
mechano-chemical mode of signal transmission might
saged for the regulation of myosin activities. For
, the myosin phosphorylation machinery could be

e to cortical tension.
ctin system also plays a role in coordinating the gain
 of contact area, a function that is supported by appro-
hesion of the cells to a substratum (Fig. 8D versus L,

to nucleate actin polymerisation (Scheel et al., 1989; Hitt et al.,
1994).

The results reported in this paper and in a previous one
(Schindl et al., 1995) on TP1 and other mutants defective in
three actin-binding proteins, markedly differ from those
obtained with mutants lacking myosin II. A characteristic of
myosin II null cells is their deficiency in rounding up and
detaching from a surface under conditions of ATP depletion
(Pasternak et al., 1989). In contrast, TP1 cells have difficulty
in attaching. The results obtained with TP1 and myosin II null
mutants can be rationalised by assuming that the myosin
produces rigor that tends to round up the cell, whereas the
actin-binding proteins missing in TP1 counterbalance that
rigor. Myosin II null cells have to cope with their inefficient
production of rigor required for detachment from a substratum
by contraction. Therefore, phenotypic changes observed in
myosin II null cells are most pronounced on a strongly
adhesive surface such as polylysine-coated glass (Jay et al.,
1994). In contrast, the actin-binding proteins eliminated by
mutation provide the cell cortex with the mechanical proper-
ties that enable a cell to attach and spread over an area of finite
size. On a weakly adhesive surface like mica, where a cell
relies for control of its locomotion on the optimal function of
its cytoskeleton, aberrations in the mutants are most obvious.
d N versus L and P). The strong tendency in wild-type
 loss to follow gain indicates that contact formation is
ing event (Fig. 8A and C), and that a signal emanates
s event that causes detachment at regions behind the
a of contact (Fig. 8B and D). These results are in line
dings on cell-to-substratum interactions in fibroblasts.
e structures couple to the cytoskeleton in mouse 3T3
ile the contact area grows in size (Schmidt et al., 1993;
1994). The cytoskeleton provides a rearward traction
an attached membrane area which allows the cell body
 forward. The detaching region of the rear is distin-
from the attaching front by a stronger deformability of
brane (Schmidt et al., 1993). Integrin-cytoskeleton

on is reduced at the rear, which leads to weakened cell-
m interaction and thus facilitates detachment.
iments and theoretical considerations of Gingell and
ers have focused attention onto adhesion-sensitive sig-
echanisms in Dictyostelium cells (Gingell and Vince,

wens et al., 1988; Gingell and Owens, 1992). Upon

On a more strongly adhesive surface, e.g. albumin-coated
glass, the forces of adhesion compensate for a loss in stability
of the actin cortex, so that the cells can stabilise their motion
even in the absence of α-actinin, the 120 kDa gelation factor,
and severin.

We are indebted to Erich Sackmann, Mathias Schindl and Elliot
Elson for helpful discussions. This work was supported by the
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (SFB 266/D7). I. W. received a
PhD grant from the Max Planck Society.
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